Hardware for Mounting:
(F) Anchor x3
(G) Screw x 3
(H) Wall-side Cleat x 1

TOOLS REQUIRED
Phillips Screwdriver / Pencil / Level / Stud-finder

Pre-assembly:
- Please read all instructions carefully before getting started.
- Remove all parts and hardware from carton box and lay them out on a clear workspace.
- Do not discard any contents until after assembly / installation is completed to avoid accidentally discarding small parts or hardware.
- For ease of assembly & mounting, two people are required.
- The use of power tools to aid in assembly is not recommended.

This mirror is meant to be mounted to a wall using the aluminum slat hanging system, which includes a product-side cleat and a Wall-side Cleat (H). The product-side cleat is pre-installed on the back of the mirror and the wall-side cleat is mounted to the wall using the provided screws and is thereafter used to engage with the product-side cleat to safely hold the item against the wall.

MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS

1. Place the Wall-side Cleat (H) at a desired mounting location on wall with appropriate height for the mirror. Use a level to ensure the cleat is positioned level and then use a pencil to mark the wall through each of the three holes located along the cleat. Put the cleat aside. The resulting marks on the wall are the insertion points for the mounting hardware.

2. Use a stud-finder to determine wall studs at these insertion marks and install the proper hardware following below:
3. For marks that do not align with a stud, first install the Anchors (F) into the wall. To install the anchor, use a Phillips screwdriver to engage an anchor and then position the anchor tip against the wall at one of the marks. Rotate the anchor clockwise as you firmly push it into the wall. The anchor will drive itself into the wall like a large screw. Continue rotating until the anchor’s head becomes flush with the wall surface. Do not over-tighten.

*Note: If any of the marks does align with a wall stud, do not install the Anchor (F) at that location as it cannot penetrate wood studs. In this instance, use a screwdriver to secure a Screw (G) through the Wall-side Cleat (B) and directly into the wall at this mark.*

4. Reposition the Wall-side Cleat (H) against the wall and align the holes with the installed anchors. Use the screwdriver to secure a Screw (G) through each hole of the cleat and into the installed Anchors (F). Rotate each screw clockwise until tight so that the wall-side cleat becomes firmly attached to the wall.

5. With the help of another person, hang the mirror against the wall by positioning the product-side cleat over the secured wall-side cleat and make sure they are properly engaged with each other. The mirror now is secured on the wall.

**CARE INSTRUCTIONS:**
- To clean: wipe with a soft, dry or slight damp cloth.
- Do not use abrasive or strong chemical household cleaners.
- A household glass cleaner may be used to clean the mirror surface, but apply the cleaner to a clean cloth first and then use the cloth to clean the mirrored surfaces. Avoid spraying the cleaner directly onto the frame of this item.

Thank you for your purchase!
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